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FROM THE EDITORS
We are happy to begin the new academic year with three
articles from very different perspectives. We had planned to
have a different format. However, due to technical problems,
we will not have the projected essay/interview of Dr. William
R. Jones.
The three articles in this issue bring insights to bear
upon three significant philosophical motifs. In our first article,
Monique Roelofs explores the important theme of how
philosophical aesthetics and philosophies of the arts engage in
forms of discourse and various theoretical moves that obfuscate
the extent to which presumed race-neutral methodologies in
philosophical aesthetics actually function to reinforce the norms
of whiteness. One important aspect to her analysis is how
the concept of relationality “is key to an understanding of the
entanglements of aesthetics and race.” Her exploration of the
complex relational connections between aesthetics, issues of
racialization, and power creates an incredibly rich philosophical
space for further analysis. Our second article, by Timothy
Chambers, is a very timely piece that explores how, “in many
situations, it is possible to evaluate a person’s behavior using
either of two rival ethics: an ethic of autonomy/independence,
and an ethic of cooperation/conformity.” Chambers shows
how these two rival ethics are mutually exclusive, and how a
person’s behavior is subjected to critique by an uncharitable
observer. He links this tendency toward an uncharitable reading
of a person’s behavior to the impact of prejudice. He frames
this discussion within the context of the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina, where he analyzes two images—one of whites (the
Getty Image) and one of a Black person (the Associated Press
Image) wading through the water. The Black person was said
to be “looting,” thus stealing something that did not belong to
him, while the whites were said to have “found” some food,
the implication being that they were in need. Chambers’s piece
raises broader issues regarding the possibility of how to unlearn
racist prejudices, thus challenging larger issues of disrupting an
ethics of double standards that are saturated with racism and
that distort the intentional meanings that Black people bring
to their own behavior. Our third and final article, by Reverend
Renee McKenzie, is a concise delineation and analysis of what
constitutes a womanist ontology. Within the context of the piece,
McKenzie argues that a womanist ontology is fundamentally
related to lived sociality, that is, the presupposition of the other
within a larger social context that renders the self-other dynamic
intelligible. This self-other dynamic is not simply horizontal or
socio-communal, but vertical; that is, metaphysical or spiritual
as well. While certainly acknowledging the power of white
supremacy, in stream with Lewis Gordon and Anna Julia
Cooper, she is insistent upon emphasizing the importance of
womanist agency and an existential and spiritual movement
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toward wholeness that is nevertheless possible within a context
of anti-Blackness. McKenzie also argues that womanist identity
vis-à-vis a pre-social structure is “founded in a time when the
self, in a deflected desire for God, directs toward the other in
responsibility lived out as justice.”
The editors continue to think that an awareness of the
history of an African American philosophical tradition is of
critical importance no matter what school of thought one
is aligned with or what contemporary problems are on the
agenda. The current status of African American philosophers
in the profession emerges from a definite history. For example,
seventy years ago, William Fontaine became the first African
American to receive the doctorate in philosophy from the
University of Pennsylvania. Yet, despite earning his doctorate
from UPenn and having previously chaired the department
in philosophy and religion at Morgan State University, when
Fontaine was hired as the first African American in the
philosophy department, he held the rank of a mere instructor.
Although Fontaine published widely and had administrative
experience, it took several years before he was granted tenure.
Hence, though he was the first African American to receive
tenure at the University of Pennsylvania, Fontaine’s esteemed
status was certainly long overdue. And as we survey the status
of African American philosophers today, we must judge critically
how far we have progressed in the past seventy years.

ARTICLES
The Veiled Presence of Race in the Philosophy
of Art: Reclaiming Race for Aesthetics
Monique Roelofs
Hampshire College

Race is a conceptual blind spot in philosophical aesthetics
and the philosophies of the arts. While compelling avenues
of philosophical thought reveal the intertwinements of
conceptions of the state, the public, and the individual with
racial constructions,1 that is to say, with lived realities that are
organized with the help of racialized categories, aestheticians
tend to bypass such entanglements or to insulate their
premises and inquiries from their relations to racial formations.
Philosophical investigations of common and prominent themes
in aesthetics by and large proceed in ostensibly colorblind terms.
I have in mind here, for example, discussions of art’s cognitive,
imaginative, and affective dimensions, the relationship between
aesthetics and ethics, everyday and environmental aesthetic
systems, the politics of art and criticism, the nature of art’s
situatedness in culture, capital, history, and modernity, and
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the analysis of art’s gendered and class-inflected workings—in
short, numerous areas of concentration at the heart of the field.2
There are exceptions, especially at points where critical race
theory intersects with aesthetics and, more narrowly, in the
study of beauty, cross-cultural aesthetics, and artistic practices
marked in terms of cultural “Others.”3 But characteristically the
discipline—its theoretical paradigms, central preoccupations,
institutionalized self-understandings, standards of quality—
shuns exposing its structural principles to the workings of racial
difference.
In the context of asymmetrical power relations, many have
argued, colorblind policies give carte blanche to the racial
forces that be, whether intended or not.4 Colorblindness not
only fails to contest racial domination, but assists also in its
maintenance and reaffirmation against perceived breaches.
Within a racialized social and conceptual system, what may
seem to be race-neutral methodologies in fact typically reassert
white privilege. The field of aesthetics is not exempted from this
well-documented phenomenon. The inattention to race shores
up the aesthetic pillars of whiteness and bolsters the whitening
supports of aesthetics.5
Racialization and aestheticization (which concerns,
among other things, aesthetic contributions to the shaping of
identities, relations of power, and formations of knowledge and
culture) stand in complex historical interconnections. These
must be studied and worked through in order to create more
tenable social, economic, cultural, political, environmental, and
aesthetic constellations.
What part can aestheticians play in this? How can we
achieve a critical, non-racist frame of aesthetic analysis,
normativity, and experience? In the following, I will sketch a
direction of inquiry that can galvanize the specific strengths
aestheticians may bring to questions of race. A finesse in
differentiating subtle layers of aesthetic meaning-formation
in their sociohistorical context is called for in a realm that
cathects such significant psychic energies as racialized aesthetic
consciousness. Perspectives on race in political philosophy and
cultural analysis stand to gain from philosophical insights into
racialized structures of aesthetic imagination, perception, and
affect. Beyond that, a role is cut out for philosophers who are
prepared to think sharply about current aesthetic controversies
regarding matters of race and nation, such as those over
the Danish caricatures of Muhammad, the remake of New
Orleans after Katrina, the narrowing figuration of the “aesthetic
homeland” under three consecutive USA PATRIOT Acts, and the
murder of filmmaker Theo van Gogh.
In order to ready aesthetics for these theoretical tasks, a
somewhat abstract philosophical move is necessary. I propose
to take as a starting point for a deepening understanding of
the links between aesthetics and race the phenomenon of
relationality, because relationality in the racial realm does a
great deal of work for relationality in the aesthetic world and
vice versa. Race (like, and as inflected by, gender) clearly
acquires its significance in a network of human relationships.
Conceptions of race help to negotiate relationships among
individuals and communities. Aesthetics, too, pertains to
relationships, namely, to relations connecting artists, audiences,
forms, communities, cultures, critics, theorists, historians,
curators, artistic movements, modes of perception and address,
and so forth. Though this is not often emphasized, forms of
normativity in aesthetics (aesthetic standards, values, grounds
of aesthetic judgment, etc.), whether of the Kantian variety, or
those elaborated implicitly or explicitly by Richard Wollheim,
Kendall Walton, Arthur Danto, Richard Shusterman, Theodor
W. Adorno, Julia Kristeva, and others, are indebted to a broad
and varied array of such relationships.

Indeed, aesthetic normativity takes shape within a network
of relationships. It cannot be established by any simple set of
the relata I have just begun to list. Each variable affects the
aesthetic modes of address and exchange undertaken by
aesthetic agents. Each of these and numerous other factors
play a structural role in the aesthetic field. Aesthetic theory
must acknowledge the potentialities proffered by the full range
of supports of relationality. Limiting the range of normatively
relevant factors too drastically (e.g., by centering them narrowly
in human competencies, the qualities of objects, the artistviewer/public axis, or individualist conceptions of agency)
amounts to a curtailment and simplification of aesthetic
existence, a diminishment of its resources. What aesthetic
normativity consists in, on an adequately expansive relational
picture, is a matter for another discussion. However, if aesthetics
is to stand in an enlivening, non-oppressive relation with the
realities of aesthetic interpretation, embodiment, and practice,
it must allow that these different parameters make normative
contributions to the process of creating aesthetic values and
ends. For such values and ends cannot be set in ahistorical
fashion but are under formation in the complex interactions
that lend aesthetic life its richness.
Reflecting on aesthetic norms, contemporary aestheticians
often take these relationships for granted, under the heading of
generic notions such as “culture,” “social context,” “the public,”
“history,” “theory,” or “the body.” The following statement,
which opens an influential book in the field, is exemplary of
this tendency: “My starting point is simply the observation of
paintings, novels, stories, plays, films, and the like…together
with an awareness of the importance these works have in our
lives and in our culture.”6 The term “culture” in this remark, and
in the analyses it introduces, masks a pronounced relational
politics, both within the designated community, and on the part
of the philosopher who references the traditions and values of
this collective. We can catch a glimpse of the political choices
and realities summoned behind the above passage by asking:
What kind of importance is being assumed and created? Whose
lives are understood to qualify as “ours?” In which temporal
and material constituencies of the culture do they unfold? By
what criteria are the relevant cultural strata distinguished from
which sections of which other cultures? Given that a culture is a
heterogeneous entity that relies on processes of legitimization,
the philosopher who grounds aesthetic norms in cultural
practices7—no matter how abstractly—takes a position in a
contested political field. Behind the notion of culture stretches a
vast complex of relationships that instantiates configurations of
power and ineluctably generates conflict. Aesthetic normativity
and racial identifications are under formation in this contestatory
relational space, which they also help to shape collaboratively.
In order to gain insight into their precise operations we must
therefore theorize them in tandem, inquiring beyond generic
appeals to culture.
The concept of relationality is key to an understanding of
the entanglements of aesthetics and race. By taking a detailed
look at the fine-grained relational negotiations that result in
aesthetic constellations (such as formal codes, conceptions
of sound or visuality, modes of spectatorship, etc.) philosophy
can hope to forge the conceptual apparatus needed to begin
to take account of the aesthetic productivity of race. At the
level of relationships, we can learn, for example, about the
ways in which racial formations support aesthetic norms
and underwrite historical accounts of aesthetic normativity.
We can bring into view how structures of relationality enable
and constrain possibilities for aesthetic intersubjectivity and
exchange. This may reveal how these structures complicate
the nature of pressing contemporary aesthetic controversies,
such as those surrounding the future of New Orleans. Plans
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for the city will be of decisive influence for a broad range of
differentially racialized relationships that were sustained by its
aesthetic heritage and environment. The significance of these
relationships must be carefully weighed in any historically
sensitive picture of the relevant aesthetic responsibilities and
entitlements.
The advantage of a relational picture is that it acknowledges
the specificity of aesthetic phenomena, while simultaneously
registering their social, political (and so forth) grounds and
impacts. Relationships function as hubs for a wide array of
interactions between aesthetic elements and race. I have
already mentioned the impact of racial factors on aesthetic
structures. I call this “racialized aestheticization.” The correlative
of this phenomenon is “aesthetic racialization.” This concerns
the creation of racial constructs via aesthetic formations, that
is to say, the racial productivity of aesthetic elements.8
Aesthetic racialization contributes distinctive complexities
to the relational politics undertaken by the philosopher who
comments on “our” culture, or, for that matter, on mixed
cultures, or on the cultures of “Other” nations and populations.
Cultures are political entities that are at the same time also
aesthetic phenomena. Aesthetic values and experiences inform
their authorizing principles, guiding imaginaries, exemplary
qualities, operative inside-outside distinctions. Such values
and experiences enable cultures to make themselves legible
in various modalities (of tactility, smell, etc.). They also enable
cultural hierarchies to be passed on into hybrid and syncretic
forms. As embodied subjects who participate in and reflect on
culture, we implicitly articulate aesthetic stances. We assume
positions in relation to a field of multimodal aesthetic norms
by which our and others’ cultural identities are oriented. These
norms steer the trajectories of racial becoming and desire that
are open to us for identification or disavowal. As agents of
and commentators on culture, we enact a valorization of and
a responsiveness to an acculturating spectrum of racializing
aesthetic norms that help to make us who we are.
Our participatory and analytical relations to culture
articulate a set of aesthetic and political choices. It is here
where we can play a part in subverting current and traditional
forms of racialized aestheticization and aesthetic racialization.9
For although the aesthetic norms that help to shape our racial
identities to a certain extent precede the voices we adopt in
various media (whether they be fictional or analytical writing,
movement, or paint), we can attempt to own up to the positions
we occupy in the racial and aesthetic field.10 We can witness
the voices aesthetic racialization and racialized aestheticization
have imparted to us. Examining the conceptual repercussions
of these phenomena, we can make conscious decisions about
which theoretical tenets need revision and which ones may
be kept unchanged. Experimenting with alternative tonalities
and loci of enunciation, we can continue our work of devising
critical modes of address, refreshing the relations with our
publics and predecessors.
Philosophers of art have cautioned against the risks of
theoretical isolation, such as the threat that aesthetics might
fall short of the standards developed by other branches of
philosophy, and have insisted on the interdisciplinary nature of
the field.11 Race is probably not what they had foremost in mind,
but as aestheticians gain fluency in this undertheorized aesthetic
zone, they can hope to enrich their interdisciplinary bonds,
initiating dialogues with critical approaches in the humanities
(notably, art history, cultural analysis, musicology, literary and
film studies, and so forth) and the sciences (for example,
dynamical systems theory, sociology, cultural anthropology,
economics, psychology, and so on). They may also hope to
intensify their connections with other disciplines of philosophy,

such as Africana, Asian-American, Latin-American, AmericanIndian, Latina/o, feminist, social, political philosophy, and ethics.
The learning will in each case go both ways. Aestheticians
may wish to adopt for themselves theoretical standards and
methodologies that govern work in these fields, as they broaden
and strengthen the intellectual base of their discipline.
The same back-and-forth can ensue between public
controversies and aesthetic theory. How should the aesthetic
violence that was inflicted on the life world, the aesthetic history,
and cultural/environmental rootedness of the inhabitants of
the Ninth Ward in New Orleans in consequence of a lack of
adequate protection reflect on the question of the city’s future,
including its aesthetic marketability? What was the specific
aesthetic stab the initial Danish caricatures did or did not
deliver constituencies within Muslim populations, considered
in light of the ways the cartoons challenged representational
norms (restrictions on depiction, within and across cultures)
but also conformed to them (dependably effective stereotypes,
longstanding genre-conventions). How can we understand the
status of the operative norms in light of the socio-economic
and media controls that restrict speech in allegedly freedomloving societies? Which, if any, elements of the relational fabric
surrounding the initial publication in Denmark transfer to the
reprints in various newspapers, which mobilize a different
aesthetic context? What was the specific aesthetic message
Mohammed Bouyeri, Theo van Gogh’s murderer, might have
attempted to convey about constructions of European-Dutch
culture when he knifed a letter to his victim’s body, in an allusion
to the bodily calligraphy sequences in van Gogh’s and Ayaan
Hirsi Ali’s film Submission: Part 1? In what ways can we think
beyond the all too simple dichotomy of free versus restricted
speech in these cases, by shifting the discourse to the values
we might wish to foster and sustain through the structures of
aesthetic relationality that we inhabit?
In what respects does the aesthetic of the 9/11 attacks
resemble the aesthetic efforts of the pipe bombing art
student, whose unfinished smiley face of explosions was to
highlight the surface of the United States eight months later?
How may the 9/11 aesthetic (and its rigorously dramatized,
embodied wounding of the U.S. imaginary) be read in light
of a history of aesthetically supported imperial expansion and
(neo)colonialism that rendered aestheticized domination an
economic and political pillar of Western nationhood? Witness
in this light the currency of the opposition between “American
soil” and “terrorist attack,” and its rhetorical masking of the
violent treatment of indigenous and subaltern peoples on that
“soil.” Can we lend our understanding of aesthetic normativity
a new spin if we consider the monitoring of library loans under
the PATRIOT Act in light of the ways Hume has taste support
virtue of character and an ethnocentrically defined national
culture, among other things, by affecting “what books we shall
read?”12
Current controversies demand aesthetically incisive
readings of racial questions and vice versa. They create an
aesthetic politics from racialized and racializing aesthetic
norms in conjunction with representational histories, media
conventions, interpretive protocols, figurations of aesthetic
power, alienation, and belonging. In bringing to bear on
these questions our understanding of the multiple registers of
signification that make for aesthetic meaning, we may be able
to enrich public debate, initiating more reflective and perhaps
less damaging answers, while at the same time gaining insight
into the relational factors that lend aesthetic life its forms and
substance.
Aestheticians today can draw inspiration from thinkers
such as Cornel West, Angela Davis, Toni Morrison, Gloria
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Anzaldúa, Edward Said, Barbara Johnson, and Rey Chow, whose
pathbreaking work at the intersection of aesthetics and race has
opened up powerful new paradigms in the past decades. This
work should remind us that there are debates to be catalyzed,
and new audiences to be created of artistically adventurous and
theoretically eager colleagues and students. Not in the least, we
can look out for a wealth of unforeseen theoretical and artistic
possibilities as we begin to address a blind spot that has dulled
the aesthetic imagination far too long.13
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Understanding the specific mechanisms of society’s
ailments isn’t, of course, sufficient for remedying them. But it’s
certainly necessary. In that spirit, I wish to describe a model
which Joy Kroeger-Mappes has offered to conceptualize
sexist double standards. I then articulate how, with a bit of
refurbishing, Kroeger-Mappes’s “Two Ethics” model can
illuminate the mechanisms underlying racial double standards,
with a special focus on those directed at African Americans. I
conclude with some clarifying points and corollaries.

The “Two Ethics” Model

“They’re Finding Food, but We’re Looting?”
A Two-Ethics Model for Racist Double
Standards
Timothy Chambers
University of Hartford

“I hate the way they portray us in the media. You see
a black family, it says they’re looting. You see a white
family, it says they’re looking for food.”
—Kanye West, “A Concert for Hurricane Relief,”
September 2, 2005

Introduction
Double standards abound, particularly those which target
African Americans. Witness the anonymous email-circular,
“Being Black in the Workplace,” which efficiently sweeps the
double standard minefield:
They take my kindness for weakness; they take my
silence for speechless. They see my confidence as
conceit; they see my mistakes as defeat. My questions
mean I’m unaware; my advancement is somehow
unfair. If I stand up for myself, I’m too defensive; if I
don’t trust them, I’m too apprehensive. I’m defiant if
I separate; I’m fake if I assimilate….1
Hurricane Katrina, and its aftermath, recently provided a
vivid portrait of other double standards operative in American
culture, the most famous one appearing in this essay’s title.2
The foregoing examples also illustrate how double standards
can give rise to double binds—situations in which African
Americans are vulnerable to criticism no matter which choice
they make.

The inspiration for the present analysis stems from Joy KroegerMappes’s insightful article treating the Ethics of Care, the
Ethics of Rights, and their respective roles in activating sexist
double standards. “[T]he characteristics of the two ethics
are so different,” she writes, that women “are caught in an
ethical catch-22: We can either be morally deficient as women
when we adopt men’s ethic of rights, or [we can be] morally
deficient as human beings when we adopt women’s ethic of
care. Moreover, since women are in fact held accountable
to both ethics [unlike men]…there is always a point-of-view
from which women’s behavior can be found wanting” (115,
emphasis added).3
While the present account differs from Kroeger-Mappes’s
in its details, the first two parts are isomorphic in form to her
explanation of our society’s sexist double standards (and
double binds):
(a) In many situations, it’s possible to evaluate a person’s
behavior using either of two rival ethics: an ethic of autonomy/
independence, and an ethic of cooperation/conformity. Unlike
philosophical specialists, ordinary people rarely possess an
explicit and comprehensive ethical code. Instead, a person’s
moral views can be limned in terms of a cluster of moral
maxims—clichés—which the person applies to situations so as
to render a moral judgment. At the risk of being glib, my thesis
is that the typical person’s participation in moral judgment
is, as Vince Lombardi once described football, “a game of
clichés—and [people] believe every single one of them.”
It’s also rare for people to realize that, in general, for
every cliché (“Opposites attract”), there can be found a cliché
which offers opposite counsel (“Birds of a feather...”).4 So it is,
too, with moral clichés; in particular, two mutually exclusive
maxim-constellations can be identified: one I will dub the
“ethic of cooperation/conformity,” and the other, the “ethic of
autonomy/independence”:

Subject:

Autonomy/Independence

Cooperation/Conformity

i) Requesting Aid

“Stand on your own two feet!”

“Nothing wrong with
admitting you need help”

ii) Claiming one’s due

“Stand up for yourself!”

“Don’t rock the boat”
“Patience is a virtue”

iii) Personality

“Express yourself ”
“Be yourself ”

“Try to fit in”
“Don’t alienate people”

iv) Assertiveness

“The squeaky wheel gets the oil”

“The nail that sticks up
gets hammered down”5

v) Blameworthiness

“You have no one to blame but yourself ”/
“You made your bed, now lie in it”

“Now’s no time for
finger-pointing”

vi) Property6

“Respect others’ property”
“That’s not yours!”

“People should share with
those in need”
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It would seem that the ethics of autonomy and cooperation
are subsets, respectively, of the ethics of rights and care. As is
easy to see from the table, the two columns of maxims in each
row are mutually exclusive: in a given situation, the left-hand
column invites one type of action, whereas the right-hand
column counsels the opposite tack. This brings me to the next
point of this explanation:
(b) Since these two rubrics are mutually exclusive, a
person’s behavior is always vulnerable to critique by an
unsympathetic or uncharitable observer. Once the bimodality
of the above moral maxims is exhibited, it’s easy to see how
double standards (and double binds) can arise.7 To take the
example which inspired this essay’s title, it can be shown that
the caption-author for the Getty Image saw the wading whites
as8 “in need,” and thus saw them as exemplifying a Cooperative
maxim (row (vi)): How could the market-owner complain? After
all, “People should share with those in (desperate) need.”9 In the
case of the Associated Press’s caption-author, he also applied
row (vi)—but he saw the African American, instead, as violating
the Autonomy maxim (“You should respect others’ property”).
So it’s a case of “looting.”
The above process can be used to illuminate other
double standards, like those at the heart of “Being Black in
the Workplace.” Confidence can be seen as a boon under the
Autonomy rubric (“Stand up for yourself!” “Express yourself ”).
But when confidence is judged as violating Cooperation maxims
(“The nail that sticks up gets hammered down”), it can be spun
as a bane (“conceit”). Again: “I’m defiant if I separate [“Try to
fit in”]; I’m fake if I assimilate [“Be yourself ”].”
While the first two steps in this account articulate how
double standards are possible, I have yet to explain what fuels,
or motivates, people to avail themselves of this pernicious
process. Hence the last part of the explanans:
(c) Prejudice makes people more likely to be unsympathetic/
uncharitable judges of another ethnicity’s behavior—i.e., more
likely to apply a condemning maxim, rather than its laudatory
opposite. Philosophers of science have long recognized that
empirical observations are theory-laden10: we will see those
diverging bubble-chamber tracks as an electron/positron pair
only if we interpret the tracks according to (inter alia) the Dirac
Equation. Analogously, sociologists have long pointed out that
interpersonal observations are belief-laden; to take Rosenhan’s
famous example, if I count a person as among the “sane,” I’ll
interpret his writing in a journal innocuously—but if the context
is a psychiatric ward, the act of writing might be “seen as an
aspect of [the patient’s] pathological behavior: ‘Patient engaged
in writing behavior’.”11 In short: believing is seeing.
Now at the very least, prejudice entails the belief that people
of a given group are more likely to engage in “disagreeable” or
“less desirable” behavior. This quasi-theory acts as a biasingmechanism which drives the prejudiced to see deviance
in minorities’ behavior which would otherwise be dubbed
“normal” in non-minorities. Given prejudiced beliefs, plus the
fact that (by the previous propositions delineated) most acts
are vulnerable to socio-moral critique by some well-established
cliché, then the prejudiced mind will habitually “see” deviance,
rather than normality, in the “other.”

Conclusion
In sum, then, I have explained how a bimodal pair of ethics
gives rise to racist double standards (and double binds); stitched
together, the full explanation is as follows: In many situations,
it’s possible to evaluate a person’s behavior using either of two
rival ethics: an ethic of autonomy/independence, and an ethic
of cooperation/conformity. Since these two rubrics are mutually
exclusive, a person’s behavior is always vulnerable to critique

by an unsympathetic or uncharitable observer. Prejudice makes
people more likely to be unsympathetic/uncharitable judges
of another ethnicity’s behavior—i.e., more likely to apply a
condemning maxim, rather than its laudatory opposite.
This explanation canvassed, a few clarifications are in
order. First, the present view suggests a possible amendment
to a recent trend in ethics. Feminist ethicists, for instance, have
rightly diagnosed how an “ethic of autonomy/independence”
can be exploited to victimize our society’s most marginalized
members. As Diana T. Meyers forcefully warns, when
“dependency is dismissed as a defective form of selfhood,
caregiving responsibilities vanish along with children, the
disabled, and the frail elderly.”12 Yet the analysis that I have
provided shows how the ethic of Cooperation, too, can be
exploited to chastise those minorities who (justifiably) exemplify
an ethic of Autonomy in demanding their due; “frankly,” wrote
Martin Luther King in his famous Letter, “we know through
painful experience that freedom is never voluntarily given by
the oppressor; it must be demanded by the oppressed. I have
yet to engage in a direct-action campaign that was ‘well timed’
[i.e., a demand for more cooperation] in the view of those who
have not suffered unduly from the disease of segregation.”13
Next, two explicit remarks about this essay’s scope are
in order: for one, while my title advertises an explanation of
“racist” double standards (double binds), my focus has been
to explain those double standards which victimize African
Americans. It’s not obvious to me that the present view could,
without some serious refurbishing, explain the different types of
double standards suffered by Latino Americans, for instance, or
Asian Americans. (Though it might prove a worthwhile exercise
to see how my view specifically falls short in generalizing
it.) A second point worth noting is that, by “prejudice,” this
phenomenon needn’t be restricted to the shamelessly bigoted.
Much prejudice, as Malcolm Shabazz observed, is practiced
by wily foxes, rather than snarling wolves.14 And to these
two categories, a third needs to be added: prejudice is also
harbored by unwitting ostriches. In this sense, the prejudice
which engenders double standards may very well be invisible
to the prejudiced themselves—a phenomenon which, if Harvard
psychologist Mahzarin R. Banaji is correct, is more common
than one would like to concede.15
Lastly, although I’ve explained prejudice as a factor
engendering double standards (and double binds), the true
relationship is a vicious cycle. After all, the prejudiced’s
concrete judgments, in turn, work to “confirm” the prejudiced
beliefs which engendered the judgments. The prejudice
biases the judgments—and the judgments, in turn, fossilize
the prejudice. This is, of course, just a special case of the
well-known “confirmation bias” people exhibit in psychology
experiments which aim to study human hypothesis-testing:
given that a person believes some hypothesis, he will seize
upon observations which serve to support the hypothesis (he
“remembers the hits”), and is less sensitive to counter-instances
of his pet hypothesis (he “forgets the misses”).16
Thus it has been shown how racist double standards
(and double binds) are the upshot of two factors: the flexibility
of our moral judgment, on one hand, and the inflexibility of
individuals’ (sometimes subconscious) biases, on the other.
Can this vicious cycle, once brought to light, be unlearned?
We can only hope.17
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A Womanist Social Ontology
Renee McKenzie

Calvary Episcopal Church, NL, Philadelphia, PA
This womanist social ontology is a womanist philosophy that
expresses an understanding of the self and the relationship
of this self to the other. It is ontological to the extent that it is
informed by the traditional philosophical notion of ontology
while pushing beyond ontology to embrace what Emmanuel
Levinas calls the ethical; i.e., the pre-conscious relationship
between the self and the other. This ontology is social in the
sense that one can speak of any relationship between the self
and the other as constitutive of a social relationship even if this
encounter can be said to be pre-social, or before the point of
conscious awareness.1
The womanist self is a social self; a self formed in the
crucible of being a black person living in an anti-black racist
society; and, shaped by a positive experience of community
and a spiritual and/or religious experience with God. It is
from the body of work produced by women African American
religious scholars that one can identify three philosophical
assumptions recognized as undergirding the womanist self
and her relationships in community. These assumptions are
empirically true because they reflect the lived reality of African
American women. For this reason, they are not being postulated
as hypotheses.
The identification of these three assumptions began to be
shaped with Alice Walker’s definition of womanist published
in 1983. As successive scholars adopt this name, shape,
form, context, and particularity are added to the womanist
title and definition. To speak of a common identification of
African American women is to offer neither an essentialist nor
experiential identity endeavoring to encapsulate each individual
into a common collective. Womanism is contextual in that its
particular expression is informed by variables such as location,
place, and time, while existing in such a way that being a
womanist can be recognizable. The assumptions, then, point
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to enduring values that sustain the lives of African American
women and their community. The philosophical assumptions
are these:
1. Womanist work encompasses fluidity and change as
it remains responsive to the demands of the particular
context into which it is called.
2. Womanist scholarship is functionally organized around
the demand for survival.
3. Womanist work operates within the specific
dynamics of commitment to self and community.
This is articulated as concern for wholeness. Neither
autonomy nor social relationship is prioritized at the
expense of the self or the other.
To suggest that womanist thought possesses fluidity and
change is to recognize that it is shaped by a mediating position
of the both/and rather than the oppositional either/or. As fluid, it
is able to absorb contradictions and to live inside the tension that
contradictions frequently impose. For instance, the concept of
mothering for African American women is not dependent upon
the either/or of biology but reflective of the role of women as
tradition-keepers, guardians of culture, and community leaders.
Mothering understood in this way appropriates the past, present,
and future as representative of a continuous whole becoming
a means for upholding tradition as fluid and responsive to the
needs of the present.2
Survival and wholeness, the second and third philosophical
assumptions, are pivots around which womanist reflection
has developed thus far. Survival, offering a practical emphasis,
reflects on what sustains and propels women in their efforts to
overcome the wounds of oppression. Wholeness, a spiritual
emphasis, is simultaneously the focal point and the organizing
point, being both the spiritual ideal and the practical idea.3
Wholeness of self and wholeness of community is seen as that
which we live in imperfectly today, yet that which we aspire
toward in fullness for tomorrow.
Wholeness is integral to the womanist social self because
in speaking of community one implicitly affirms its presence.
But it might also be considered foundational to the extent that
it is an aspect of the ontological pre-social structure embodied
in the is-ness of the person.4 Womanist ontological wholeness
offers that mutuality, justice, and interdependency between the
self and the other is not something added to the autonomous
being but, rather, as an aspect of the is-ness of the person, is a
pre-conscious shaper of the conscious self. In contradistinction
to the womanist scholarship that offers mutuality, justice, and
interdependency as a crucial second move of the autonomous
self in movement toward the other, 5 I contend that the
relationship between the self and the other contains mutuality,
justice, and interdependency as always already aspects of the
womanist social self as a pre-social structure.
Womanist scholarship supports this understanding of
the pre-social relationship in the work of Emilie Townes in a
discussion of ontological wholeness and is-ness. One can also
find support for an understanding of a pre-social relationship
in Emmanuel Levinas’s ethical which finds the self/other
relationship established before conscious awareness and
before affirmation or rejection of the relationship is consciously
possible. Pre-consciously the other is received by the self only
as alterity and is always beyond knowledge of the self.
Through election the other assigns meaning (i.e., identity)
to the self and in this assignation of responsibility, substitution,
and subjectivity the self discovers that its freedom is finite. Finite
freedom comes as a limitation upon the self prior to the point of
a collision between two freedoms and is found as a freedom of
the self that is the freedom to be for the other. Levinas, in shifting

freedom from the arche to the an-arche, shifts the dynamics
of the relationship between freedom and fraternity as well.
Freedom becomes something derivative6 and not something
supplemental to fraternity. Freedom becomes the uniqueness
of my responsibility.
According to Levinas, it is the community that mediates
the self/other relationship. The third or the other other pays
witness to the encounter between the self and the other,
demanding that he/she not be forgotten. Justice becomes a
necessity or even a demand and the self must choose between
the two, the other and the other other. The presence of the third
ushers in sociality, and the needs of the community become
established. Consciousness intersects with society, and the
ethical is superseded by justice. For Levinas, though, justice
is simultaneously the beginning and the goal. It is an aspect
of the self/other relationship as something always already
present, albeit outside of the ethical, even as it is present within
the conscious self/other relationship. Justice, like freedom, is
not imposed upon the conscious self but is something that is
always already present. For Levinas, and perhaps for Townes,
the original or conscious relationship is contained within the
pre-original, or the pre-conscious, one.
A tension for womanist scholars, from which emerges a
both/and, would be the undesirability of focusing exclusively
or with greater emphasis upon the pre-conscious self/other
relationship. Townes reminds us that for black women
“everything we do is mediated by our bodies”7 and so Levinas’s
work, which tends toward abstraction, is insufficient for
meeting the demands of the both/and of the pre-conscious and
conscious self and self/other relationship. The womanist self
cannot ignore the reality of living in, as Lewis Gordon names
it, an anti-black racist society.
Anti-black racism conditions the context within which we
are given to understand identity. Identity for Gordon is always
shaped by the quality of being lived. Social identity is identity
shaped by the social order, and existential identity is shaped
by lived experience. Africana identity, the identity of people of
African descent, is formed in the meeting of the two, and that
meeting occurs within a world shaped by anti-black racism.
Blackness is the creation of whiteness and the Blackness of
Black identity is rooted in a hostile environment. The struggle for
Black identity within such a context is a struggle for recognized
humanity. Whites may be other for Blacks, but Black people
within this realm of cultural oppression, because they are
constituted as non-persons without human presence, cannot
be an other to whites.
The Black self is in a struggle for an identity reflective of
positive and affirmative being. Such a struggle exists on two
fronts. It exists as resistance against the negative perceptions
emerging from near complete engagements within the antiBlack racism that constitutes a denial of humanity and the
designation, other, relative to the white person. This is also a
struggle for an internalized self able to escape from the force
and total nature of oppression desiring the complete alienation
of the Black self from society and the self. From the perspective
of the Black self, oppression, or the restriction of options relative
to some other social group, forces one to bump up continuously
against limitations which persistently threaten and expose that
Blacks have a problem. In the existential spirit of seriousness,
having a problem and being a problem collapse into unity, and
Black identity becomes the realization and fulfillment of its
negative identification.
To speak of the womanist self is to recognize that this
self has its identity informed by the context of which it is a
part. But it is also a self with the capacity to move beyond the
restrictions and limitations imposed upon it. Gordon says that
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this is evidence of a person’s ability to transform her or himself.
Twentieth-century scholar Anna Julia Cooper suggests that it is
the Singing Something implanted in each of us that possesses
an awareness of an innate desire for wholeness, a God-planted
awareness of human worth and value able to withstand the
force of anti-black racism.
A womanist social ontology that emerges from the presocial relationship must engage our contextual social reality.
Unlike Levinas, this philosophy cannot avoid the impact of race
and other particulars such as ethnicity and gender. To deny
the particular and the singular of the individual, especially in
an anti-black racist world, is to render the self and/or the other
invisible. A womanist social ontology would not say with Gordon
that anti-black racism is a prime shaper of womanist identity.
Womanist identity is rooted in the pre-social structure that is
shaped in a relationship prior to racism, founded in a time when
the self, in a deflected desire for God, directs toward the other
in responsibility lived out as justice.
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